Summary. We show drastic improvement of the robustness in geographical networks by adding a small fraction of shortcuts. We investigate whether shortcuts highly contribute to transfer packets according to the large centrality of links. Spatially heterogeneous communication requests on naturally emerged dense and sparse areas are also discussed.
Introduction
Real complex networks, such as power-grid, airline flight-connection, and the Internet, are embedded in a metric space, and long-range links are restricted [1, 2] for economical reasons. Moreover, there exist common topological characteristics: one is the small-world (SW) phenomenon that each pair of nodes are connected through relatively small number of hops to a huge network size N , another is the scale-free (SF) structure that follows a power-law degree distribution P (k) ∼ k −γ , 2 < γ < 3, which consists of many nodes with low degrees and a few hubs with high degrees. Intuitively, a path through hubs are short because of many possibilities to select proper mediators or a terminal node, thus the SW property is also maintained. Although such geographical SF network models have been gradually considered, unfortunately, the error tolerance of connectivity becomes more vulnerable in a spatial construction than that in the assumption of tree-like structure. Indeed, in a theoretical prediction [3, 4] , the percolation threshold is increased by the majority of small-order cycles that locally connected with a few hops. As the smallest-order, triangular cycles tend to be particularly constructed by a geographical constraintt to neighbor nodes.
In contrast, it has been suggested that higher-order cycles connected with many hops improve the robustness in the theoretical analysis on a onedimensional SW model modified by adding shortcuts between two nodes out of the connected neighbors [5] . Recently, it has been numerically shown [6] that the robustness is improved by fully random rewirings under the same degree distributions in typical geographical network models: Delaunay triangulation (DT) [7] , random Apollonian (RA), and Delaunay-like scale-free (DLSF) networks [6, 8] . As similar to connecting local areas by rewirings without geographical constraints, we expect the shortcut effect on the improvement of robustness in such geographical SF networks. Adding shortcuts is practically more natural rather than rewirings, because the already constructed links are not wastefully discarded.
Essentially, between isolated clusters, any packets are unable to be transferred. Thus, it is important to find such a necessary backbone for maintaining the whole connectivity. However, the optimization is generally difficult, since the minimum dominating set problem is NP-hard [9] . This criterion aims to reduce the number of base-stations with high load on which many packets are concentrated. Instead of the minimum, we consider a candidate of the necessary backbone for transport in a viewpoint of network science, e.g. by using percolation analysis and the centrality of links.
Geographical network models
Planar networks without crossing of links are suitable for efficient geographical routings on wired and/or wireless connections, since we can easily find the shortest distant path from a set of edges on the faces that intersect the straight line between the source and terminal. In computer science, online routing algorithms [10] that guarantee delivery of messages using only local information about positions of the source, terminal, and the adjacent nodes to a current node are well-known. As a connection to SF networks, we consider Delaunay triangulation (DT) and random Apollonian (RA) network models based on planar triangulation of a polygonal region. DT is the optimal planar triangulation in some geometric criteria [7] , and the ratio of the shortest path length is bounded by a constant factor to the direct Euclidean distance between any source and terminal [11] , while RA network belongs to both SF and planar networks [12, 13] , however long-range links inevitably appear near the edges of an initial polygon. To reduce the long-range links, Delaunay-like scale-free (DLSF) network has been proposed [6, 8] . Figure 1 shows the typical structure of each network, whose spatial arrangement emerges with mixing of dense and sparse areas as similar to a population density.
These planar networks are constructed as follows.
Step 0: Set an initial planar triangulation on a space.
Step 1: At each time step, select a triangle at random and add a new node at the barycenter. For each model, different linking processes are applied. RA: Then, connect the new node to its three nodes as the subdivision of triangle. DLSF: Moreover, by iteratively applying diagonal flips [7] , connect it to the nearest node within a radius defined by the distance between the new node and the nearest node of the chosen triangle, as shown in Figure 2 . If there is no nearest node within the radius, this flipping is skipped, therefore the new node is connected to the three nodes. DT: After the subdivision of the chosen triangle, diagonal flips are globally applied to any pair of triangles until the minimum angle is not increased by exchanging diagonal links in the quadrilateral.
Step 2: The above process is repeated until the required size N is reached. Figure 3 shows that the degree distributions follow a power-law with the exponent nearly 3 in RA, log-normal in DT, and power-law with an exponential cutoff in DLSF networks [6] . Such a lognormal distribution has an unimodal shape as similar to one in Erdös-Renyi random networks, and a cutoff is rather natural in real networks [14] . We have found [6, 8] the original RA and DLSF networks without shortcuts are vulnerable because of double constraints of planarity and geographical distances on the linkings in the scale-free structure, but DT networks are not so. Figure 4 shows the examples. On the preliminaries, just like overhead superhighways, we add shortcuts between randomly chosen two nodes excluding self-loops and multi-links after constructing the above networks. For adding shortcuts, the routing algorithm can be extended [8] from that in [10] . Note that the added shortcuts contribute to create some higher-order cycles which consists of a long path and the overhead bridge in the majority of triangular cycles. Since we confirm that the degree distributions have only small deviation from the original ones at added shortcut rate up to the amount of 30% of the total links, we can compare the effect of shortcuts on the robustness in the geographical networks under the similar degree distributions.
3 Improved robustness by adding shortcuts
Simulation results
The fault tolerance and attack vulnerability are known as the typical properties of SF networks [15] , which are further affected by geographical constraints. We investigate the tolerance of connectivity in the giant component (GC) of the geographical networks with shortcuts comparing with that of the original ones without shortcuts. The size S of GC and the average size s of isolated clusters are numerically obtained from ensembles over 100 realizations for each network model. The critical value of the shortcut rate at the breaking of the GC is estimated as shown in Appendix. Figure 5 shows the effect of shortcuts on the robustness against the targeted attacks on hubs. The breaking points of GC at the peaks of s are shifted righter, as the shortcut rate is larger. Around the shortcuts rate 10%, the extremely vulnerable RA and DLSF networks are improved up to the similar level to DTs. It is consistent with the effect in evolving networks with local preferential attachment [16] that the tolerance becomes higher as increasing the cutoff under the same average degree k and size N . We emphasis that, by adding shortcuts around 10% under almost invariant degree distributions, the robustness against the intentional attacks can be considerably improved up to the similar level to the fully rewired networks by ignoring the geographical constraints [6] . There are also slightly improvements by adding shortcuts for random failures of nodes [8] . We intuitively understand the effect from that the overhead shortcuts consist of the necessary backbone to connect local areas as illustrated in Figure 6 . 
Centrality of superhighways
We investigate how much the shortcut link is used in transport on the shortest distant path routing in order to study necessary backbone recovered from the breaking in the original networks by adding shortcuts. We define the distribution P (u) of superhighway usage u def = l super /l short , where l super is the number of links in a given shortest path of length l short belonging to shortcuts as superhighways, by slightly modifying from a path based on the MST [17] to one on the shortest distance. Figure 7 shows that shortcuts are frequently used on the shortest path in spite of only 3 or 10 % of the total links, and that the distribution P (u) looks like an exponential decaying.
Without loss of generality, we assume both source and terminal are chosen in uniformly random from all nodes at every time step. Thus, the packet generation and receiving seem to be homogeneous with an equal probability for all nodes, however the spatial distribution is remarkably heterogeneous according to the node densities (remember Figure 1) . This situation based on human activities is realistic, since the packets are more generated and received as the population is larger in a dense area. Let us return to the study of superhighways. For both shortcuts and the other planar links, we consider the normalized betweenness centrality of link l [18] , Figures 8 and 9 show the peak for shortcuts has higher centrality than that for planar links. Note that on the shortest path shortcuts act as necessary bridges between isolated clusters, however planar links are used on the path only in a cluster (remember Figure 6) . Therefore it is natural to be high centrality in some planar links, while the majority of other planar links have low centralites. We confirm these results are not depended on the initial configuration of networks. Similar results are obtained for the normalized effective betweenness [19] in which l1 and l2 are included as the source and terminal k, j,B 
Conclusion
For the prediction of vulnerable connectivity caused by spatial constraints, we have shown the improvement in geographical networks by adding a small fraction of shortcuts between randomly chosen two nodes. In particular, we study a class of planar networks called RA, DT, and DLSF, which are practically suitable for wireless communication without interference, growth of network according to the increasing population, and distributed routing algorithm with only local information.
Considering the transport properties, the usage on the shortest path and the centrality of a link have been investigated in comparison with shortcuts and the other planar links. Our results have shown that the shortcut is not only effective to avoid the serious breaking for the intentional attacks on hubs, but also constructs a necessary backbone such as superhighways to bridge isolated clusters. In addition, we point out a realistic situation in the spatially heterogeneous generation and receiving of packets which depend on a naturally emerged node density through the growing of geographical networks. Further studies will be required for the development of more robust and efficient networks on such geographical heterogeneity. Figures 10(a)(b) show the cluster size distribution that numerically estimated as a power-law P (n) ∼ n −α , α ≈ 2.1 in DT and as an exponential P (n) ∼ exp(βn), β ≈ 0.01 in DLSF 1 at the breaking point of GC as shown in Figure 5 . Based on the estimated P (n), we investigate the critical value of shortcut rate at which the isolated clusters by attacks can be connected with adding shortcuts. The generating function is given by
where P (m|n) is the conditional probability that there are exactly m shortcuts emerging from a local cluster of size n [5] . At the shortcut rate q s , the total number of shortcut links are q s k N/2, then the conditional probability is given by the combination of m links for the both ends of shortcut links in randomly chosen n nodes from the total N ,
By substituting this into Eq. (1) and using binomial expansion with the formula lim N →∞ (1 + c/N ) N = exp(c), we obtain
where we denote another generating fuction for the distribution of cluster sizes in the broken original networks asH 0 (z)
Thus, the average cluster size connected with adding shortcuts is given by s = H 0 (1) =H 0 (1) 1 − q s k H 0 (1) .
At the divergence of this denominator, the GC becomes dominant in s → ∞, the critical value is q s = 1/( k H 0 (1)).
DT power-law distribution of cluster size From Eq.(2), a power-law distribution P (n) = C DT n −α , and we obtain q s = α−2 k CDT at N → ∞, where C DT ≈ α − 1 is the normalization constant.
In the setting k = 5.986 and α ≈ 2.1, the estimated value q s = 0.0157 coincides with the result that nearly 2% of shortcuts connect the isolated clusters by the 30% of hub attacks at the breaking point of the GC (f = 0.3) as shown in Figure 5 : jumping from circle to plus point.
DLSF exponential distribution of cluster size
From Eq.(2), an exponential distribution P (n) = C DL exp(−βn), and In the setting k = 5.986 and β ≈ 0.01, the estimated value q s = 0.00165 coincides with the result that nearly 1% of shortcuts connect the isolated clusters by the 3% of hub attacks at the breaking point of the GC (f = 0.03) as shown in Figure 5 : jumping from circle to plus point.
